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Abstract. l)uring  1S111;  3’s first pass through the distant geomagnetic tail, the slow shocks

encountered on ~%br’uary 2 ancl 11, 1983 pmvidc particularly clear examples of the magnetic field

ancl plasma wave properties of the shock transition. “1’hc m:ignctic  ramp contains transverse

polarized magnetic field oscillations with frcqucncics just  below the ion cyclotron frequency and

amp]itudcs of 2 to 4 n’1’. These waves arc plausibly generated by the electromagnetic ion/ion

cyclotron instability y predicted by Winske and (lrni(ii [ 1990]. ‘1’hc electric ficlcl plasma waves

within the shock ramj) exhibit two spectral peaks, A micl-frcclucncy  emission occurs near the ion

plasma frequency and clcctmn cyclotron frequency, but well below [he maximum l)oppler  shift

frequency for electrostatic waves, ~’hc mid-frequency waves cxtcnc]  into the upstream region

where the spectral peak occurs a[ a slightly higher frcclucncy. A new high frequency emission with

frequencies between the maximum I)opplcr  shift frequency ancl the electron plasma frequency

c)ccurs throughout the clown stream region. ‘1’his emission disappears at the start of the magnetic

ramp, and is replaced upstream by electron plasma oscillations, ‘J’hc high frequency emissions are

clearly polarized parallel to the magnetic fielci. “1’hc polarization of the mid-frequency waves is less

certain; both parallel ancl a fairly broacl angular clistribution  about the parallel electric fields arc

consistent with the measurements.

1. lntrocluclion

“1’he ISl{Ij 3 passes through the distant gcoma~nctic tail provided the first identification of slow

shocks which hydromagnctic  models of reconnection predict should stanc]  in the upstream flow

and bound the plasma sheet [Feldnmn e[ al., 1984, 1985]. As in fast moctc  shocks, plasma wave

turbulence occurs in both the upstream ancl clownstream  regions of the distant tail slow shocks

[Scarf  et aI., 1984]. Within the slow shock’s magnetic ramp and extending into the upstream

flow, the electric field wave emissions exhibit a relatively narrowbanci  peak near, but usually

above, the ion plasma frequency which resembles the waves clctectcd  in fi~st shocks [Gurnetl,
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198 S]. Upstream, e]cctron  plasma oscillations oftem occur in associaticm with the heat flux carried

by shock-heated electrons escaping along  the magnetic fielcl  lines. A search for lower hybri(i

emissions, which arc potential sources of anomalous resistance, fi~ilccl  to detect the magnetic

Ccmlponcnt  of these waves  [C’or-orrifi C?f al., 1988].

“Ilw previous stuctics of waves in tlic slow shocks cmphasixxt  the average spectral characteristics

of (11c emissions; neither the high time resolution structure of the slow shc)ck electric or magnetic

field waves, nor the e.lcctric fielcl polarization were investigateci.  In this paper we carry out these

hcrctofcm neglected investigations. Section 2 ctiscusscs the average E-field spectral changes which

occurrcc] during two 1S1;1{  3 slow shock encounters in l;ebruary, 1983. In Section 3 we present

high time resc)lution magnetic field ancl plasma wave mcasurcmcnts. Large amplitude nearly

transverse magnetic fielcl perturbatic)ns  c~ccur  within the. magnetic fielcl shock ramp. “l’he nlicl-

frcquency, nar-rowbanc]  plasma waves are highly impulsive, and occur both in the upstream and

clown steam regions. Wc also identify a new high frccluency wave mode which occurs in the

magnetic ramp, but clisappears  in the. upstream region. Section 4 cliscusses  the electric ficlcl

pcdariz,ation  characteristics, and Section 5 offers some comments on these measurements.

2. Slow Shock Spectra

‘1’hc tWC)  S1OW ShOCkS Occuru’cd  on l:cbrwary 2 and 11, 1983 when ISL;I;  3 was located in the distant

tail about 220 RI; downstream. “1’hc upstream ancl c{c)wnstream  plasma parameters for these shc)cks

arc given in l“eldman el al. [ 1985] ancl Sc/lwar[z  et al, [ 1987]; both shocks haci  Atfvcn Mach

numbers and propagation angles  to the upstream field that correspond tc) nearly switch-off slow

shock ccmclitions.  I:or the l:ebruary 2 shc)ck  the upstream (clown stream) plasma density, electron

temperature, ftow speed, ant] magnetic fielc] strength arc n] =- ().3 cm-s  (rr2 = 0.5 cm-~), 7’c~ ==

3.3 x 105 K (7’C2 = 8 x ]05 K), Vx] = 2.] () km/s (VX2 = 530 km/s), ant! l]] =: 10.8 nT (B2 =- 3

n’]’). l~or the l~ebruary  11 shock the corresponding parameter-s arc n] =- 0.27 ctn-~ (nz = 0.750

CnI-3), I’e] == 7 x 105 K (722 =: 1.8 x 106 K), Vx] == 90 tcm/s  (VX2 = 750 kn~/s),  and [)] =- 19 nl’

(112 == 4 nl’). ‘l-he downstream ic)n tcmperat ures i nfc.rrccl  from pressure balance between the

upstream field strength and clownstrcam plasmti  pICSSUIC is Y’i2 = 0.6 keV (Ti2 == 1.25 kcV) for the

February 2 (11) shocks.

In the. discussion below wc refer lo the following characteristic wave frequcncics;  fc = 28 B(nT)lIz

is the electron cyclotron frequency; fi)c = 9 rlllz k] Iz, is the electron plasma frequency; ancl fpi ==

210 nl/2 llz is the ion plasma frequency for hyclrogen. “l’he lower hybrid frequency is typically

below the lowest electric field freclucncy channel (1 7.8 H7.) of the ‘1’RW/U. lows plasma wave



Cic. (cctor. l’he maximum Doppler shift frequency fc)r a wave with wave number  k is ftj =- kl~j

(v/vc)fjM where v = Vx is the flow speed, V(? =- (’l”e/)nc<) 1 /2 and l~j = vc/(2nfije)  is the Ilcbye

lc.n~[h.

l;igurcl  disl)lays  l~i[lcsclectecl  l>etik(to}J  ctlrvcs)  a11d3()-scconcl:ivc]agc(  bottol~lc  llrvcs)elccttic

ficlclal~ll)litllde  spectl"a  (volts/t~l-l  lz1/2)for (llcl:cb1lt:~l"y2,  1983 slow shock,  l;orrcfcrcncethc
magnetic fiel(i strength (B) and the x-com~)onen(  (Bx) arc shown in the center; dctai]ccl  field

profiles can bc found in C’oroni[i el al. [ 1988].  “1’hc three bottom spectra were obtained between

1924:37  UT to 1935:00 U1’ when the. spacccrfift  was in the region upstream of the shock. ‘l’he

narrow peaked emissions at 5.6 k] IZ arc elcc(rc)n  plasma oscillations which are presumably excited

by shock-heatecl  electrons that escape upstream. ‘1’he plasma oscillations terminate at 1947 U’1’

whc.n the. escaping electron heat flux abruptly cle.crcascd  (F’e)dman cl al., 198S] in the nlid-

frcquency range (50 -500 IIz,), the spectra  exhibit a strong peak near 178-316 }Iz; in contrast to

the broad power law spectra of broad bancI  electrostatic noise,  (131{hT) /Gwnett et al., 1976; Grabbe

and Eastman, 19&1]  this micl-frequency cmissic)n has been termccl  narrowband electrostatic noise

(N1lN) [C’oroniri and A,$ll[JLlr-A/~cialla,  1989]. “1’hc N1lN peak is abcwc the upstream ion plasma

frequency ~]ji = 115 117.), an(i near, but below, the upstream electron cyclotron frecluency  ~~ =

300 IIz). ‘1’he upstream lJoppler  frequency is f[> = 460 ka[j  Ilz. ~$he upstream NIiN also

con(inues  to 1947 U-l’, and diminishes with the decrease in the electron heat flux.

‘1’he 1922:27  LJT spectrum was obtained mi(iway through the magnetic shock ramp. ‘l”hc electron

plasma oscillations have disappeared, and a slight amplitude mhancmwnt  has cievelopcd  between

1.78 and 5.6 k] lz,. In the 1920:50  11-~ spectrum taken at the bottom of the ramp, this slight

enhancement has become a clefinite scconcl  peak in both the average ancl peak spectra, and this

high-frequency emission is clearly separated from the mid-frequency NIIN peak by a break or dip

in the spectral slope. “1’he nmximum  of the NIIN now occurs between 100 and 178 }Iz, but is

clearly below the peak frequency of the upstream N1{N.  At 1920:50  the characteristic wave
freqllcncics  arefi,i  E 1 sO IIz,, fc == 140 IIz. [ind f]) = 730 kAI) 1 lz.

“1’hc  1919:12 LJ’I’ spectrum was obtained just before the start of the shock ramp, on the plateau in

magnetic fiekl strength (B =_ 3 n“l’); the field strength is about  equally clivicied  bctw”een  the Bx and

By components. Both the N1{N and high frequency peaks have decreased, but are still clearly

discernible. At 1917:02  UT, the NEN spectral peak has disappeared, but the high frequency
emission is still present. Although the ficlcl  strength remains near 3 nT, llX is nearly m-o, and the



tcml fick! is carriccl by he By cmnpcmcIIL “1’he v;tnishing  of 11~ correspon(ls to the downstream

state of (he switch-off shock. l;inal]y,  the 1914:20  Url’ spectrum was obtainccl  on the other side of

the I]x reversal (Bx <0 to Bx > O), but still on the. magnetic pla(ctiu. “1’hc high freclue.ncy  and

N1iN spectral peaks are at frequencies of 3.16 kl lZ and 178 I lz., respectively, and the break in

spectral slope between the two emisions occurs at 1 k} [z., which equals the maximum Iloppler  shift

frc.qucncy for waves with kl~j =’ 1.

Slow Stmck on F’druory  11, 1983

}~igure  2 displays selected frequency spectra and the magnetic field (B and }Jx) for the slow shock

e.ncountercd  at 2025 to 2030 U’1’ on }:cbruary  11, 1983. ‘1’he.  2031:05 UrJ’ spectra exhibits the

upstream plasma oscillation peak at 5.6 k] Iz and the N1{N peak near 178-316 IIz. “1’hc upstream

ion plasma freq~]cncy  was f/)/’ = 1 1() ] ]~, wh~rc~s [he. Clec[ron Cyc]otron  fre(]~]n(!cy was fc = 540

IIz,  which is well above the NEN peak. in the 2028:5  LJ’I’ spectrum measured at the start of the

magnetic ramp, the electron plasma oscillations have disappeared, ancl a weak peak has developed

between 1.7$ and 3.16 k] Iz.. At the base of the magnetic ramp (?027:50 lJ’1’ spectrum) this high

frequency emission clearly extends from 1 klIz. to at least 10 k] Iz. ‘1’he nlaximum l)oppler  shift

frequency is 1.1 kA)j kI1z, and the clownstrcam  electron plasma frequency is 7.8 kllz;  thus the

high frequency emission cannot simply be the result of Doppler up-shifting of low frequency

waves. ‘1’hc NIIN amplitucies  maximiz.c  between 100 Ilz. and 178 I Iz. which is lower th:in the NEN

upstream peak frequency; the hTFIN frequencies m still below the local  electron cyclotron

frequency (approximately 280 }Iz.) but arc now comparable to the clownstrcam ion plasma

fI”CqUCIICy.

I’he mid- and high frequency components persist in the ciownstrcam flow an(i arc still disccrnable

(2022:5-1  IJ’I’ spectrum) after the magnetic field strength decreases to 4.5 n’1’ (2025 U“]’). “l’he. NEN

spectral peak remains near 1()()- 1781 Iz., anct is now close to the local electron cyclotron frequency.

At 2022:25 U-l’, both I-lx and By arc nearly  zero, ancl the field magnitude is carried by the Bz = -4

11”1’ Cc)mpc)nent. In the 2022:25 LJrl’  spectrum, the NEN peak has disappeared and the high

frequency emission is barely (if at all) pcrcep~ible.

DiLfcmsion

Downstream of the leading edge decrease in the magnetic field, the wave spectra in both slow

shocks exhibit distinct mid- and high frequency peaks. A spectral break separates the two

emissions and the frequency of the break is close to the maximum Doppler shift frequency for



modes with ka]j = 1. ‘1’hc spectra of these two emissions strongly rcscmblc the wave spectra

dcteeted downstream of the low Mach number fast shocks on the flanks of the magnetosphere

[Coronili  c1 01., 1993]. ln both the fast ancl slow shock spectra, the high frequency signals start

near ~]j and extend up to the lcml  electron plasma frequency; wc show below that the high

frequency modes in the slow shocks arc also polari~cci  along the magnetic fiel(i.

in the weak flank bow shocks, the mid-frequency waves occurred at frequencies well above the

downstream electron cyclotron frequency, near or just above the ion plasma frequency, ami well

below the maximum IX)pplcr shift frequency; however, the downstream plasma and magnetic fielcl

values did not vary greatly for the Fast shocks stuc!ied  by Coroniti et al [1993]. lior the two

]:ebruary  1983 slow shocks, the upstream NIIN spectral peak was C1OSC to the local electron
~yclo(ron  freqllency for one shock, but well below ~c for the other; in both cases the peak was

above the upstream ion plasma frequency. l)c)wnstrcam the NI;N peak occurs at a lower

frequency, and is C1OSC  to both .fC a[ld~)i. Sinccfi}i increases across the slow shock, the NI{N

peak frequency dots not scale (in any obvious way) with density. ‘1’hc peak frequency could scale

with ma~nctic  field strength; hc)wcvcr,  since, the two slow shocks had quite different upstream field

strengths but the same NI lN spectral peak fre.qucncics,  the emission is apparcntl  y not contrc)llccl  (at

least significantly) by the magnc[ic field strength. Curious]y, in both slow shocks, the micl-
frequcncy  emission disappears when Bx vanishes, even though the magnetic ficlcl strength

rcmainecl  constant during the Bx sign r~v~rsiil  interval.

l;inzilly, the peak NIiN frequency is clearly :+llti-corleltttccl  wi~h the maximum l~opplcr shift

frequency, which increases strongly from upstream to downstream in the slow shock. The anti-

comlation  suggests that the mid-frequency signals are not significantly Iloppler shifted. “l’here are

(at least) two possible ways to avoid I>oppler  shifting. I;irslly, if the wavelengths are so long that

~]j <<~, the measured mode frequencies will be unaffe.ctecl  by the flow. }:or the downstream

NIIN, ~zj <<~ requires kl]) < 1/10 - 1/20. “1’he scconcl  possibility is that the waves do not

coup]c  to the bulk ion flow, but, for example, only to the electron species; the electron velocity

space. hole modes proposed by Cot-otli[i  and As/m~/r-Abda//a  [ 1989] and very cold fmt ion beam

modes [Grabbc and L’a.sttwn,  1984] have this property, but ion acoustic waves do not. The mici-

frcqucncy waves detected in the ll~:lgtletosllc~itl~,  which spectrally resemble NIZN, IIave measured

or inferred wavelengths of ka~j = 0.1 - 1.0 [Rodriq~(ez, 1979; Anderson et al., 1982; Gallagher,

1985], and arc usually assunmi  or inferred to bc ion acoustic waves [Gallagher,  1985]. Whether

the magnetoshcath emissions and NI~N are physically relatecl  is, however, undetermined.

3. Iligh ‘1’imc  J<e.solvecl  Slow Shock Structure



l;igurc.s 3 a,b,c display the magnetic field at the highest time resolution  of 1/6 second per vcctcm

and the plasma wave ll-l;iclci amplitu(ics  mcasurcxl  every 0.5 second fc~r the ramp interval of the

};cbruary 2, 1983 slow shock. l;rom 1918 to 191911’1’ (I;igurc 3a) 11X ancl J]z arc nc.ar zero, and

the 3 tc) 4 n’]’ field strength is carried in the fly component; j~lst b~forc  191 ~ Z)X ~hangcd  siW (to

positive), SC) that the Bx near mro  period after 1918 lJT WOUIC1  represent the clownstrcam  end of

the slow shock transition. ‘I”hc mid-frequency wave signals are very weak, and the high frequency

intensities arc low but clearly prcsemt. At 1918:40 U’l> oscillations began in Bz . “1’hc mid-

frcqucncy wave amplitudes abruptly incrcasc.cl at 1919 U’I’ just when the magnetic field strength

started to increase in the ramp. ])uring the next minute, the bursts  of mid-frequency emissions

bccam  more frequent so that after 1920 U’1’ t}lcsc signals are nearly continuous although

temporally impulsive. “l’he high frequency waves exhibit a clear moclul:itic)n  of the amplitude at

twice the lSIi13 3 spin frequency (the spin J~cric)cl is about  3 s) which indicates that the waves arc

high]y polarized. ‘1’he mid-frequency wave amplitudes also cmasionally  show ripple at twice the

spin frccluency  (e.g. near 1921 lJ”l’).

After 1919 lJ”l’,  the B), ancl Bz components developed ql]itc reglllar os~illations  wit}~ peak-tc~-peak

amplitudes of 1 to 2 n-l’. Al[hoLlgh somewhat similar and less regular, oscillatic)ns  also c)ccur in Bx

and the field strength. l’he field oscillations have.  periods between 8 to 1?. seconds which, in the 5

to 8 n“]’ field, arc comparable to the ion gyropcriod. “J’hus these magnetic oscillations might be the

ion cyclotron waves which Win.ske  and Onlidi [ 1990] and Olnicii atld Winske [1992] observed in

hybrid simulations of slow shocks. In the, simulatic)ns escaping downstream ions interact in the

upstream region with the cold incoming ions via the clectromagne[ic  ic)n/ion  cyclotrcm  instability.

‘1’hc excited waves can be convected into the downstream region ancl even disrupt the shock

structure, makinp, the shock unsteady.

l~igure  3b presents the high resolutic)n measurements from the middle tc) top of the slow shock’s

magnetic ramp. At low frequencies the 56 }lz. E-fic]ci amplitudes gradually diminish toward the

upstream clirection. “l’he mid-frequency emissions maintain the same signal strength and temporal

character throughout the ramp; note that the electron cyclotron frequency passes from below (at

1922 U’1’) to above (at 1926 U’I’) the 316 } Iz. channel without significantly affecting these

emissions. “1’he high frecluency  w:ive :implitucles slowly decrease, and the 1.78 k}lz. and 3.16 kIIz

channels approach background tifter 1925 Url’. ‘1’hc spin ripple in these channels abruptly stops at

1924:40  [JT. The emissions in the 5.62 k}lz channel change ch:iractcr between 1923 and 1925
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lJ’1’, becoming temporally more impulsive. After 1924:40  LJrl’, the wave spectra shc)w that the

5.62 k] Iz signals arc narrowbancl  electron plasma oscillations. I’eldnlan et c71, [ 1985] show that the

electron density and tcn~pcraturc  jumps occur about 1923 to 1924 LJ’1”  which corresponds to the

cessation of the high-frequency emissions ancl  the onset of electron plasma oscillations at 5.62

kI Iz “1’hc magnetic c)scillations in all components continued during the shock ramp until 192A Url’.
“J’hc peak-to-peak fluctuation amplitude is about 4 n“l’ in }Jy and I~z , about 2 n’1’ in Bx ancl 1.5 n-l’

in l;. (Note the different scales in l:igure  3b ancl the Chang}c in scale from I;igure  3a.) After 1924

[J’]’ the oscillation amplitude in flx became quite small.

‘1’hc measurements from the immediate upstream region are clisplayed in l:igure, W. Magnetic

fluctuations continue with rccluce(i,  <1 n’1”, anlplitucicso At 19?.9:40  U“l’ B), develops a new and

more regular oscillatcm  with a pcriocl of about 1() seconds; the lcwa]  ion cyclotron pcriocl  is about 6

seconds. The IJx and }12 components exhibit  very little vtiriation  at this time; thus, the magnetic

wave is nearly linearly polar izcci,  which is consistent with the Wimke and Ot?lidi  [1990] prediction

for the electromagnetic ion/ion cyclo[ron  instability. A few Ininuttx  after 1930 lJrl”,  (see ];igure  1
of ~,’~r~tli[i  et al. [1988])  /{J, anti [Iz C1O develop Cohcren[  ancl nearly equal amplitude oscillations

which arc probably the ion-d rive.n right-hand mag,nctosonic  waves cliscovercd by 7k~/rutntzi  cl al.

[1985].

In the electric fielcl  mcasurcmcnts, both the mi(i-frequency and electron plasma oscillations persist

upstream. At low freclucncies,  impulsive emissions at 561 IZ and 1001 lZ commence at 192.8 U’I’.
]rl[CICs[irlgly,  j~lst after the first cycle  of the. strong fly oscillations, the plasma emittccl a strong

broadband (56 IIz to 5.6 lcllz.)  bllrst of electrostatic noise.. \Vinske  and Onlidi  [ 1990] have

speculated that electromagnetic ion/ion cyclotron unstable waves  might nonlinearly trap ions and

thus create fre.c energy which coLIlcl excite higher frequency electrostatic waves.

1+’cbruray  11, 19&3 Slow Shock

l;igures 4 a,b display the high resolution magnetic ficlcl anct };-field measurements from 2022 to

2030 U’]’ for the February 11, 1983 slow shock crossing. ‘1’he /lx component passes through zero

at 2022:35  and remains C1OSC to zero until 2022:42  Url’. At 2022:35  lJ1’ Illz I and the field strength

shar-ply increases form 1 n’1’ to 5 nrl’. At 2023 LJ’I’ If\x I increases as IBI ciiminishcs  so that the field

magnitude remains relatively constant at :i plateau value of 4 n-l’ from 2023 to 2024:30 U-l’.

Although the magnetic field fluctuates cluring this interval, the oscillations CIO not have a clear

wave-like character. Flefore 2023:09  t.Jrl’, the 11-fielci amplitudes are low and fzzirly  comstant  in all
frequency channels. At 2023:09  U’]”, when the Illx I (1/12 1) increase (clecrease) is completed, the



. l~]i(l-frcq~]ctlcy  t\]~l]>litl]clcss  t]cl(ler~lyex  l]ibit  a sharp spike, and then gra(i[lally incrcascin  amplitude

and temporal variability.

Just after 2024 lJ’1’, IBx I anti the magnetic ficlcl strcn~th  incmasc  to a scconc! plateau value of about

]OnT. "l`llcficlcl  lllt~gllittldc  a[lcicolllpo[lcr~  tsIlowcxlli\Jit  wavc-likc  oscillatiotls  wit}l IJericK]scJflO

to 15 scconcts  and peak-to-peak amplitudes of about 4 n’]’ in the components ancl 1.5 n’1’ in the

magnitude. ‘J’he local ion cyclotrcm  frequency is 6 seconcls,  so that the wave prc)pcrties are

consistent with being ion cyclotrc)n waves. During the scconct magnetic plateau interval, the Ii-

ficlcl  emissions increased in intcnsi~y ancl temporal variability. ‘1’he high frequency signals tire

ofm moclula[ect  at twice the satellite spin frequency; near 2025:50  I-J’1’, the 56 to 178 }Iz, channels

also exhibit spin mociulation.

At 2028 U’1” the magnetic field starts the final ramp to the upstream value. ‘1’hc magnetic

c)scillations diminish in amplitude, and clisappcm  just after 2030 U“l’ (not shown). During the ramp

the high frequency plasma waves clecrease in amplitucle,  and the emission clmps below 10 k}lz

after 2028:40  lJ”l’.  At this time the electron plasma frequency is about 5.6 kllz.; however the high

frccjucncy  signals remain bro:iclbancl  ancl there is no eviclcnce of electrc)n  plasma oscillations. “J’hc

amplitudes of the mitt-frcqmncy waves also clccre.asc towarcl the upstream region.

I>iscmsiorr

‘1’he dc)wnstream  regions of both slow shc}cks  have very similar magnetic field ancl })lasma wave

activity. In the leading cctge of the ramp the clectmn  plasma oscillations that appear upstream

abruptly cease, and are replaced by a broadband high frccluency emission which is spin modulated.

“1’he  mid-frequency waves are strong thrc)ughout  the ramp but weaken significantly and/or

ctisappcar  when }Jx gc)es to zero clownstream. Strc)ng magnetic oscillations with frequencies below

the ion cyclc)tron frequency occur throup,hc)ut the ramp, but ciistippeat upstream.

‘1’hc slow shock simulations of Winske and On~idi [1990] ancl Ornicii and Winske  [ 1992] have

many features which closely resemble the ma.gnctic  prc)files ancl  oscillations observed in the

l~ebruary  2 and 11, 1983 slow shocks. in the simulations the overall shc)ck scale length, defined

as the separation between the initial clecrcase in magnetic field strength to the downstream

vanishing of the tangential fielci component, is IOLI:,hly 50 C/tJ~pi  b:~sed  on the wtreanl density.

l~or the tail SIC)W shocks 50 c/(l)pi  corresponds to 3 RF;. Both shocks took approximately eight

minutes to go from upstream to ciownstream; if the shock thickness is 3 RIi, this traversal time

would  imply a shock spccct of 40 kn~/s,  A plasma sheet thickness of 3 RE and spcccl of 40 knl/s



arc reasonable in the distant tail [f{ic~lard,son and Cowley, 1985; Richorcison  c1 al., 1989].

l;ur[hcrmorc,  the slow shocks in the tail shouki  have significandy  larger propagation angles relative

[o the upstream field (0=- 800 to 850) than the slow shocks studiccl  in the simulations (0= 600).

Since the shock heated ions WCJLIICI  be better mnfinccl  by the higher ficlcl  inclinaticm  angles, the

scale length of the. tail slow shocks COUICI be cc)nsiclcrably  smaller than in the simulation shocks.

‘1’hc magnetic oscillations c)bsm-vccl  in the tail slow shc)cks arc similar tc) the Alfven waves excited

by the cle.ctlolllt{grlctic ion/ion instability in the simulatic)n shocks. In both cases, the magnetic

waves begin at the leacling  edge of the magnetic ramp ancl continue throughout the shock transition.

‘1’he wave amplitudes in the tail shocks relative to the LIpstlcan)  field strength arc of ordCr ~~~yj~~l  =

0.1 to 0.2 whereas in the simulaticms the amplitudes m sonlcwh:~t higher ~f~y/~~1  = 0.2 [o 0.5.

in the nonlinear evc~lution  of the cle.ctromagnc[ic  ic)n/ion instability y [ Wimkc md Ornidi,  1992], the

ion fluctuation vclc)city  in the wave fielcl (rc)ugh]y  ihy prc)pc)rtiona] [c) fll~) is eventually ccmvcrlwt

into random thermal motion by nonlinear wave breaking and phase space mixing. }]cncc the lower

wave an~pli[tde.s  obscrvecl in the tail slow shocks may imply that the wave instability may not be as

effective in heating the upstmim  ic)ns to the. rcquireci  clc)wnstrcam Rankinc-1 lugoniot  temperature

as in the simulation shocks.

4. Wave Illcctric I:iclcl I’c)lariz.a[ic)n

l:or both the l:cbruary 2 ancl 11 slow shocks the magnetic fielcl  clircctic)n  ancl magnitude changed

sufficiently slowly that meaningful electric fielcl  pc)larimtion  mcasllremcnts  can be. maclc.  The

ISEE 3 antenna is in the spin plane (the x-y plane), and six }{-fielci  measurements are obtained in

one spin period. For most of the slow shock encounters, the, magnetic fielcl  was predominantly in

the x-y plane, so that the, rc)tating  antenna sarnplccl  both the parallel and perpendicular components

of the wave electric fields. In the polariz.aticm  plots displ:iyccl  in l;iglwes 5-8, the projection of the

magnetic ficlcl  c)n the spin plane is shown by the solid line, labclecl  11. ‘1’hc raclial distnce frcml  the

origin is propcmtional  to the logarithm of the electric field spectral amplitude (actually the voltage in

the autcmatic  gain control, AG(2, amplifier) ancl the raclial  scale covers five clccadcs,  llach

polarization J)lot contains two minutes or 240 Illc:lsttrcrllrlts of the electric field. “1’he climction  Of

the sun (positive x) is towarcl the left ancl ciusk (J)ositive y) is toward the bottom.

]Iigh Frequency I<rni.TLTion



ljigurc  5 (iisplays  four successive pc)larizatic)n  nwisurcrncnts  for (})c 3.16 k] IZ 11-field channel for

the intcrv:il  1914 lJ’1’ to 1922 LJ”l’ cluring the l;cbruary 2, 1983 slow shock traversal; during this

perio(i  the high frequency emission is centered at 3.16 k] lz,, lletwccn  1914 U“J’ to 1918 LJ’1’, the
spacecraft wits Ioc:ited on the, opposite side of the. neutral sheet or Bx reversal from the slow shock.

“l”he peak spectral  amplitudes clearly occur wl]en  the antenna  is orie.ntccl  more nearly parallel to the

magnetic field; the ratio of the maximum parallel m perpendicular amplitudes is about 10. Between

1916 IJ’1’ and 1918 lJrl’, the satellite was very C1OSC.  to the center of the plasma sheet, and the

ma~nctic field and 11-fielcl  polariz,fition  were r)]cclc)l]litlarltly  in the y direction. From 1918 UT to

1922 lJ’1’ the magnetic field rotated from being along y to its dominant direction in the shock ramp

along x, and the peak 11- flclcl amplitu(ics  fc)llowc(i the magnetic ficl(i [iircction  change. ‘1’hc bottom

two panels in I:igure  6 ciisplay the 3.16 k] lz, polarization measurements for the l~ebruary 11, 1983

slow shock; once again, the peak amplitu(ics  occur preferentially along the field and follow the

changing field direction.

‘J’hc high frequency  emission is clearly polarize(i  i]arallel  to the m:tgnctic  field. Recall that this

ficl(i-aligned  polarization was apparent in the previous high time resolution plots as a modulation of

the channel amplitu(ics  at twice the spin frequency. In the 1S1{1; 3 measurements of the low Mach

number fi~st bow shock in the ciistant flank region, the tligh frequency emissions dctcctccl in the

downstream region, which arc spectrally similfir  to ti~ose in the slow shock, were also polarized

parallel tc) ti)e magnclic field. ‘1’hus  the fast an(i SIC)W si]ock hi~h frequency modes may have. a

common origin.

Mid-frequency [irni.~,viotl

F’igure  6 presents four polarimtion  measurement of the mid-frequency emissions chtained during

the l:cbru:iry  2, 1983 slow shock. ‘1’i]e top (bottom) two panels show the 178 (316) Ilz amplitudes

which are the peak ampli(uclc  ci]annels  (iuring the measurement interval. At 1914 U’1’ the highest

amplitu(ics  clearly occurrcci  when the antenna was oricnte.(i  parallel to the magnetic fielci.  I:rom

1920 lJT through 1930 U’]’, which corrcspon(is to the shock ramp an(i near upstream region, (he

magnetic field is oricnteci  nearly along the x-(iircction. ‘1’hc E-field amplitu(ies  do not exhibit a

visually apparent polarization directic)n, alti]ough  ti~c largest amplitudes do occur when the antenna.

is more nearly parallel to the magnetic fiel(i. ln I:igure 7 the top panels display the 178 IIz

polarization measurements for the ]:ebruary 11, 1983 slow shock. “lllc ciownstrcam  (2022 U’J’)

mid-frequency emissions are polarized alonp,  the fiel(i  whereas the sign:ils from the plateau in the

shock ramp (2026 LJ”l’) (io not have an apparent poltirization;  ti]e polarization measurements in the

steep shock ramp (not si)own) are almost i(icntical  to those at 2026  LJ’I’.
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“1’he  clear detection of a wave polarization usin~~ channel amplitudes, however, can bc obscurecl if

the signal  strcllgt}}}l:lsvely  large and rapidly flllctll:ltillgctl:illgcs. ‘1’hc mid-frequency emissions

arc highly impulsive with peak-to-valley amplituc!c changes of 102 to 103 in a few nmasurement

cycles. Suppose that the nlicl-frequency waves are actually pc)lariz.ecl  with the electric field exactly

along the magnetic field. If a very high peak :implituclc  occurs w}lcn  the antenna is nearly

pcrpcndicu]ar  to the magnetic field, its projection onto the antenna direction can still result in an

electric ficlcl  amplitude me.asurcmcnt which significantly exceeds the average value. If the next

impulsive emission has a lower anlplitude, bu[ the :intenna is now oricntect alc)ng the magnetic

field, the perpendicular ancl parallel emissions can appear to have the same amplitude, and the

signal will appear- to bc unpolarimi.  Since the above polarization diagrams display the logarithm

of the arnplituc]e,  (he polarization of the impulsive signals is even more difficult to visually discern.

}iigurc 8 displays the polarization ll~c:~slltc.ll~e[lts  of the mid-frequency emissions (1 78 ancl 316

lIz), the high frequency emission (3.16 kl lz), and c.lectron JJlasnM  oscillations (5.6 k] 17) at the

start of the shc)ck  ramp (1920 U“]’) ancl the near upstream region  (1922 U-l’) for the. l~ebruary  2,

1983 slow shock. SNpcIpcmd  on the ampli[ucle measurenmnts, we have drawn two curves. “1’hc

inner circle corresJ)oncJs to the average c.lec[ric  field amplitude for the two minute interval over

which the 240 sample mcwsuremcnts  were obtainccl. “1’hc outer curve was constmctecl  by first

taking the largest E-field amplitude l.jj(~jj) (or volta~c Vp(@p)) measured during the two minute

interval at angle @ bctwmn the antenna ancl magnetic field. We thcm J~roject  it back to the magnetic

ficlct ctircction as El)(@) =- 0) = E’l)(@)/CCM(@)  (Vp(@ = O) = vp(l~~)  + ( l/b)ln( ]/cos(@yj))) w}~ere l)

is a calibration constant. ‘1’he outer curve is then given by the function V(O) = VI)(O = 0) -

(1/b) ln(l/cos(@)).  If the wave emission is polari?,cd parallel to the magnetic field, there shoulcl  be

no Ii-field (voltage) values outside of the curve V(@) at any @.

I:irst consider the 3.16 kI lz. polariz~tion  diagram at 1920 lJ7’ in I~igurc 8 (which is also ciisplaye.d

in I:igure 5). ‘1’hc region between the peak V(@) ancl avcmge curves is fairly uniformly populated

even though, from I;igure  5, the high frcclucncy  emission is clearly polarized along the magnetic

ficlct,  Although them are many measurements with @ near 900, only one value lies just slightly

outside the V(o) curve. If the wave electric ficlc!s were. not strongly aligned with the magnetic

field, wc should observe some signals ne:tr c#I =: 900 with tirnplitucles exceeding V(@). Next

consider the 5.6 kI IZ electron plasma oscillations at 1928 lJ’1’. It is conmonly  thought that plasm

oscillations are parallel  pOl[iI’iZCXi  since the. most likely excitation sources arc fielci-aligne.d  CICCtrO1l

beams. “1’he 5.62 k} 17 polarization ciiagram, however, C1OCS nc)t give. a strong visual inlJ>rcssion

thot these waves are parallel polarized. ‘1’hc plasmfi oscill:ttions  are highly impulsive signals with
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large peak-to-val]ey ratios, thus making a polarization determination ciifficult. ‘1’he only indication

that the plasma oscillations are parallel polarized is the absence of large amplitu(ie  signals outside

Ihc V(o) curve near @ = 90°.

IJinally  consider the mi(i-frequency polariz.atic)n  diagrams. Visually these diagrams are not

significantly cliffcrent  than the 5.62 k] lZ plasma oscillation case; there is a (Icfinitc abscncc  of high

amplitude signals near 90°. “1’bus, although the polarization cliagrams  do not prove that the nlici-

frcqucncy  waves arc polariz,cd  along the magnetic field, the polarization measurements arc

consistent with parallel polari?aticm given the highly  impulsive nature of the emissions.

5. Iliscussion

‘J’he, slow shc)cks  in the distant geomagnetic tail exhibit a coherent internal structure in both their

magnetic field oscillations and plasma wave properties. Wi[}lin the shock ramp, the magnetic

waves have frequencies which arc comparable (0.5 to 1 .0) to the local ion cyclotron frequency and
fluctuation amplitudes &l/fJl approximately ().1 to 0.2 relative to the upstream field strength. The

fluctuation amplitude in the transverse fic]d components is typically a fiactor  two larger than in the

ficlct magnitude, “1’hc  observed wave properties are gcneral]y consistent with the simulation

predicticms  that electromagnetic ion/ion cyclotron modes arc excited by the beam-intcracticm

between the upstream cc~lci  ions and the shock-heated, escaping clown stream ions [ Winskc am’

Ot~~idi, 1990; Otnidi  and Wimke,  1992]. “1’he observed wave ampli(u(ics,  however, arc somcwhal

smaller than in the simulations.

“lshc magnetic ramps in simulation slow shocks arc typically of order 50 c/@l)i, which corresponds

to roughly 3 RI; in the distant tail. A single satellite, of course, cannot resolve space-time

ambiguities, so we cannot clctermine the observccl shock thickness. I lowcver,  we can make the

following estimate of the thickness base(i on the observed magnetic wave amplitudes. If we view

the shock interaction in the CICI  IOffman-rl’cl]el” frame, the upstream ions flow along the magnetic
field with velocity v// == CA 1, the upstream Alfven speed, assuming oblique switch-off shock

conditions. Since the electric field vanishes in the (iel loffman-”1’eller  frame, the upstream ions have

all the kinetic energy needed to produce the ciownstrcam tmpcrature  T2 =- (Y-l)Hli~A]2i2Yh’~lere  Y

is the adiabatic index. As the upstream ions enter the shock ramp anti excite the ion cyclotron

waves, they will bc scattered essentially in pitch-angle to form the downstream heated
distributions. For an approximate pitci~-angie diffusion coefficient Daa =- Qi(dfl/fJ)2  [Kennel and

l’etschek, 1966], we can write a p}lellolllcflc)lc)gic:il  heating equation for the ions.
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where ,$ is the distance along a field-line. Very rou~h]y  an upstream ion must travel a parallel
distancx  A.Y = C’A l/1) ~a Z= ~:/~l]pi(B/6B)2  Z; 25- 100 c/<til)i. J~c)r switch-off shocks the shock

thickness, 1, is roughly A = (1)2/n I)A.$ := l/4A.r :: 8 - 25 C/~l.)Pi  = ().5 - 1.5 RI; fc)r the two

lk.bruary shocks. Given the very approximate nature of this cstima(c, the thicknesses of the tail

slow shocks arc probably somewhat smaller, hut still comparable to the ramp thicknesses in the

slow shock simtllations.

‘1’hc plasma waves consist of clistinct micl-frequency ancl high frequency emissions. Within the

shock ramp, the high frequency moclc  occurs bctwce.n  the n~aximum l)c)pplcr  shift fcquency and

the lc)cal electron plasma frequency, has a qui(c low ampli(ucle,  rincl is stfong]y  polarized with the

electric ficlcl paral]cl to the magnetic field. At the top of the shock ramp, the broadband high

frequency mode disappears, and is replacecl by hif{}mr amplitucle,  impulsive narrowhand electron

plasma oscillations. ‘1’he mici-frequency waves have a clctir, fairly narrowbancl,  spectral peak,

which Jmrsists from uJ)streanl c)f the ramp through the shock transitic)n. I:or one slow shock the

pe,ak frequency at the upstream edge was C1OSC to the electron cyclc~trc)n  frequency hut abcwc the

ion plasma frequency; for the other shock the peak frcqllency  was ~]nchangec~  even though the fielcJ

strength was two times higher. “1’hc frequency c)f the spectral peak clccrcascs through the ramp,

and bccomcs conlJJarable  to both the clown stream clc.ctrc)n  cyclc)trc)n  and ion plasma frcqucncics,

‘1’hus  the J>cak frequency cloes  nc)t appear to have any obvic)us  relation to either the magnetic ficlcl

strength (fC) or the plasma clcnsity  (j~i). in actclition, the Jlcak  frequency is anti-correlate.ci with the

maximum ]JopJ>lcr  shift frequency, which incrcasc!s from l!pstre.  arm tc) clc)wnstrearn. “J’he n~id -

frcqucncy emissions are highly impulsive. which rcndm  clifficult :i clear determination of their

electric fietcl  J>olariz,ation. “1’hc only firm cc)nclusion  that we can draw is that the waves are not

strongly polarized perpendicular to the ficlcl clirectic)n. “1’he polarization distribution could bc

ccmsistcnt  with paral]el J)olariz.ation, but CC)UIC1 also bc comp:itible  with a broacl anguJar  spread

about  the fie.let clirection.

‘1’hc high frequency emission has not previously been identified as a distinct spectral component in

either the broadband electrostatic noise in the near I{arth plasma sheet [Gurnerf el a{.,1976]  or the

plasma sheet ancl  slow shock waves in the ciistant tail [,$car~er al., 1984; (,’omnili  et al., 1990].

]]owever,  these emissions have essentially identical sJJcclral  anti polarization J)roper’ties to a weak

high frequency wave which occurs dc)wnstrcam  c)f the low Mach number flank bow shocks

[C:oroniti  el al., 1993]. Although unaware of the high frequency emissic)n being a clistinct mock,

Omager  ef al. [ 1989] have sug,gesteci that waves bctwccn the ic)n and electron plasma frequencies
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COUM be excited by very cold clcctroll  beams wilh speeds near c)r below the electron thermal speed,

Alternatively Coroniti  CI al. [1993]  proposed that clismntinuitics  in [he electron distribution

function integratcci  over pc.rpcndicular  velocities could support a non-stanclard,  but beam-like wave

mode which can be unstable if the clistribution function increases acrc)ss the cliscontinuity.

‘1’he strong similarity be.twcen the. fast ancl slow shock high frequency emissions certainly suggests

that their excitation mechanisms m similar. I:urthcrmore,  the slow shock  wave observations lend

supporl to these emissions being of electron origin. ‘1’hc emissions persist and follow the local

mfignctic  field ciirection  throuf, h the downstream region. Since the ic)n I.armor  radius in the

downstream field is large (of order 108 cm), the ion distribution should be isotropic and not

sensitive to the local field direction, ‘l’husj the ions are unlikely to contain the free energy which

prociuccs  parallel polarized waves, whereas the. electrons will remain m:ignctiz,ccl,  and a potential

free energy source,

As for fast shocks, the electrostatic potential incrcascs across slow shocks [Schwartz  er al., 1987].

‘1’hus in slow shocks the upstream electrons :ire ticccleratc[i  alon~,  the field by both the potential

electric field and magnetic gradient force, which in tllc  downstream distribution creates a velocity

space separatrix  tmtwccn the trapped ciownstream electrons anci the accelerated upstream electrons

Feldman  et al. [ 1985] showed cuts of the downstream electron distribution function along zero

})er~~cndicu]ar  velocity which contained evicicncc for the separatt-ix,  ancl  perhaps a void at low

])arallel speeds. Since the distribution function is unlikely  to always match smoothly at the

scparatrix, the lloll-sl:~]lcl:~tcl,  beam-like modes suggcstccl by L’orotziti  et al. [ 1993] could exist in

the downstream region of slow shocks ancl account for the. che.rvcci  high frequency missions.

The origin of the mici-frequency emissions remains unclear. Since these modes are observccl both

in the, upstream and ramp re~ions  of the slow shc)ck, the hole mo(ic explanation of Coroniti  anti

As/mw--Abda/la  [ 1989] is probab]y  not comet; in their mociel the hole at low electron energim

occurred only upstream of the potential jump. ‘1’he (iownstrcam  electron distribution reported by

Fcldrnan et al. [ 1985] ai)parently  has a hole at low energies; iloweve.r, the distribution should bc

symmetric in parallel velocity so ti~at  no non-standard }lolc-type mode WOUIC1 occur. ‘l’he mid-

frcqmwy waves fall in the frequency range of the broaciband electrostatic noise found in the near

l;arth plasma sheet [Gurneft  et al,, 1976], anti thus cou](i be genertitcxi  by free energy in the ion

clistribution,  but whether or not parallel cold ion beams [Grabbe and Eastman, 1984], perpendicular

cold ion rings [lluba et al., 1992], c)r hot in beams [Sc}wiver ond Asholw-Abdalla,  1987] exist in

slow shocks cannot be cietcrminc(i with the ISEI1 3 ijlasma instrument complement. I Iowevcr,  the

essential difficulty with all these instabilities is tilat, in orcier to obtain a solution to tbe dispersion
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relation, the thermal spee.ci  of all ion components must be much less than the ion acoustic  speed

based on the electron temperature. Since 7’(: is almost always comparable to or less than l’i in the

magnetosphere and magnetolail,  the cold ion ttimpcrature  constraint is very diffic~llt  to satisfy.

Recently Omager  c1 al. [ 1993] presented I SEE 1 and 2 observations of the plasma ciistributions

and wave emissions in the near Earth plasma sheet bc)undary htyer. “I”hcy found, as did Parks cl d.

[1984], that the boundary layer has an outer region in which the. electron distribution has enhanced

fluxes ancl  velocity space fine str-ucturc at cncrgics above the thermal energy but tllc. ion fluxes

r-cmainect below the plasma instrument threshold, as in the ]obcs, and exhibitcct  nc) evidence for

field-aligned ion beams. “1’hc electron boundary layer cwntaine(i  intense wave emissic)ns  with a

falling power spectrum from below the ion l)ltisn~:i frequency up to the electron plasma frequency;

a deep spectral minimum occurrecl  at the electron cyclotron frequency and a strong peak was

positioned near the electron plasma frequency. When t}lc. spacecraft enctcrccl  the ion bounctary

layer, the wave spectrum bccamc a relti~ivcly featureless falling power law from lC)W to high

frequencies. OHsager  er al. [ 1 993] argue that boundary layer electrons alone can generate a

broactband plasma wave spccmtm  at r~~i(l-frecjller)cics  without the necessity of involving ion beams;

ion beams may only contribute to the low frequency portion of the spectrums.

‘1’hc clctails of the electron region spec(rum shc)wn by Otis{/ger e[ al. [ 1993] differ from both the

upstream and shock layer spectra for the I;ebruary slow shocks; instead of the slow shock’s clear

mid-frequency spectral peak, the electron bounclary  layer cmissic)ns  have only flattening c)f the

spectrum. Never the less, On.sager et a~.’s infcrcncc that broadband emissions can bc generated

by electrons alone may bc relevant to the slow shc)ck waves. We argued  above that the high

frequency waves arc prob:ibly  excited by electrons, perhaps by discontinuitics in the downstream

distribution functon  induced by the slow shock pc)tcn[ial.  Since the mid-f l”cquency  spectral peak is

anti-corrclatc.d  with the maximum ])opplcr  shift frequency, tbcsc emissions either have long
wavelengths (kA]) < 1/1 O - 1/20) to avoid I>c)pplcr shifling,  or arc not couplecl  to the flowning  ion

distribution, i.e., their dielectric function depends only on the electron distribution which implies a

high phase spceed. ‘l’he  phtiSC SPCC(] CaI) bc CX[)l”CSSeC~  ;{S
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If we take kAIj == 0.1 to avoi(i ])opplcr shifting by the high downstream flow, the mid-frequency

spectral peak would have phase spcecls  in the range (])/k~[e = 0.1-0.2, which is only 1.5 to 3.0

times greater than the downstream ion thermal speed, ‘1’bus, unless kA~j <<0.1, the n~id-
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flCqllCIICy lllOC]CS  WOll!d  appear to haVC phttSC velocities which mlplc to the ions, and renctcr  the

absence  of ]Iopplcr  shifting even more mystc. ric}us.
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I ‘igure Captions

l;igure  1. Selected electric field spectral amplitlldes  (Volts/m-l lzl/2)  from 17.81 Iz. to 100 k} IZ for

the I:cbru:try  2, 1983 slow shock, ‘1’hc Iowcr (Hppcr) curves in each spectrum is the 30 second

average (peak in 30 sccc)nd  in(crva]) sl]cctral  amplitude in each frequency channel. ‘1’he micl-

fre.qucncy and high frequency emissions have clcarl y separated peaks in the 1920:50  lJrl’ spectrum.

I:igure  2. Sclcctcd  electric field spectral amplilucics  for (he 1 ‘cbruary 11, 1983 SICJW shock.

}:igurcs  3 a,b,c. IIigh time rcsolutic)n mcasurcmcnts  for the l;cbruary 2, 1983 SIC)W shock. ‘J’he

top  four pfincls  ctisplay the vector Cc)mpc)ncnts  an(i ma~nilude  c)f the  magnet ic  field at 6

vectors/second resolution. Note the change in scale from l:igure 3a to 3b and c. ‘J’he bottom

panels clisplay the wave electric fielcl measurements fc)r the 561 IZ to 10 k~ Iz channels; the scale is

logarithmic ant] the 10-7 V/nl-l 17.1/2 ancl 1()-4 V/n~- } IZ  1/2 Icvcls arc inclicatecl.

F’igures 4 a,b, IIi,gh time rmc)lution  measurements for the l(cbruary  11, 1983 slow shock in the

same fcmnat as F’igure  3. Note the change in scale c~n the magnetic field magnitude pane] from

l;igurc 4 a tc) b.

l~igurc 5. ‘1’hc electric field polarization of the high frequency (3.16 kIIz) emissic)n  during the

]icbruary 2, 1983 slow shc)ck. l’hc raclial scale is prc)pc)rtionfil tc) the logarithm (base 10) of the

electric flclcl spectral amplitude with a range of five cleca(ies. ‘1’hc sun is towarci  the left and dusk is

toward the bc)ttom  of each diagram. l-;ach polarimtion  cliagram cc)ntains two minutes of 240

electric fielct  measurements. “1’hc 1S1{]{ 3 single-axis anlennfi is in the ecliptic plane and rotates

about  the ecliptic pole once every 3 secc)nds. “1’he line labelecl  11 is the ecliptic projection of the

magnetic ficlcl;  the magnetic fielcl  vectc)r  was essentially in the ecliptic plane throughout this

interval.

]:igurc 6. ‘1’he electric fielct  polarizatic)n  of the mid-frequency emissions for the ~;cbruary  2, 1983

slow shock. ‘J’he format is the same as in l:i~ure 5.

l;igure 7. ‘l’he electric field polarization of the mid-frequency (top) ~nd high-frequency (bottcml)

emissions for the l:ebruary  11, 1983 SIC)W shock.

}iigure  8. ‘1’he electric field polarization of the Illi(]-f]e(lllerlcy  (178 117. and 316 IIz),  high

frequency (3. 16 kIIz,), ancl  electron plasma cxcillatic)ns  (5.62 kllz)  in the I-amp (1920 U’J”) and

upstream ( 928 UT) regions c)f the l;cbruary  2, 1983 slow shock, ‘1’hc inner circle represents the
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average electric field spectral amplitude in the inciic:itcd frequency channel for the two minute

interval. “l’he outer curve assumes that the hu~csl  electric field :irnplitude  measured during the two

minute interval was produced by a parallel polar  izcci signal, and represents the projection of that

anlJ]lituclc  about the nla~~nc[ic  field direction in a dipole pattern. If the emissions arc actually

parallel polarized, no signals should occur outside. this dipole projection curve,
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